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Announcement:
 ‘LaToya Ruby
 Frazier: Riveted’
 exhibition
 reception tomorrow!
 by American Studies

We are pleased to announce that the second

 exhibition associated with LaToya Ruby

 Frazier: Riveted has officially opened at the

 John L. Warfield Center ISESE Gallery in

 JES A230. The gallery will be open to the

 public from 12 – 5, Wednesday – Saturday,

 through May 9, 2015. This exhibition
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 features video and photographic work

 previously unseen at UT that emphasizes

 the intimate stakes of Frazier’s political and

 artistic practice.

This exhibition was organized by INGZ

 Collective, a curatorial collective that

 includes our very own American Studies

 PhD student Natalie Zelt. Join Natalie and

 the rest of the INGZ Collective for a

 curators talk and exhibition reception

 tomorrow, Tuesday February 24, from

 4 – 6pm in JES A230. And mark your

 calendars for LaToya Ruby Frazier’s

 upcoming residency at the John L. Warfield

 Center for African and African American

 Studies, which will include an artist talk

 and exhibition reception on April 22.
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